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International Friends program seeks hosts
Valerie Steffl
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SCSU’s Office of International Studies is looking
to revamp the International
Friendship
program
that
matches international students
with area host residents for the
2009-2010 year.
With over 1,100 international students who attend
SCSU, the program is in need
of more host residents.
The program is open to
host families, couples and
singles of all ages who have
open time and an open home
to share.
This is a unique program
that brings different people
together who have not before
and aims to foster cultural lessons for both parties.
This year they are planning
on hosting two major kick-off

events to bring the new students and families together.
The first picnic is planned
for Sept. 22 and the other semester event will be in November with two more organized events during the spring
semester.
In addition to these organized events, hosts are asked
to provide other opportunities
to get familiar with the American culture.
Traveling and staying in
a different country can be a
challenge and the International
Friendship program can give
the students a cultural education they cannot experience in
a classroom or near campus.
International student advisor, Molly Hoffman acknowledges that this program is helpful in the cultural adjustment
process because the students
have a sort of family connection outside of campus.

FAST FACTS
*Over 1,100 international students attend SCSU
*Host residents are encouraged to include matched
international students in as many scheduled activities
as possible. This may include weddings, vacations and
holidays.
“Students get to have
a connection, not just with
peers, and get to see what daily
American life is like,” Hoffman said.
“I have learned a lot more
about how American families
are, what they like to cook and
what they like to do and it has
definitely helped me adapt,”
said senior SCSU international
student Tristin Hsu.
The international students
who participate may have a lot
to offer their host families.
Hoffman said that there

are many different reasons for
families and residents to apply.
“Many who apply are people who have traveled before
and are still interested in learning about the world,” Hoffman
said.
The program also offers
St. Cloud residents an SCSU
connection and gets them in
touch with the active collegeage group. This is also an opportunity for families with
children to show their children
a culture that they may not

find at their schools or in their
neighborhoods.
Hsu has cooked for his host
parents to share his culture and
said he feels that many international students in the program offer companionship and
friendship to their hosts.
Host families are asked to
include the students they are
matched with in events that
are already in their schedules.
Some activities that host residents include meals, family
outings, a ride in the country,
family weddings, holidays,
fishing and anything uniquely
American.
Hsu said he has enjoyed
when his host parents have
cooked for him and going to
the St. Cloud River Bats game
the most.
Even though this program
is mainly for residents outside
of the SCSU community, students who wish to help their

international peers get a taste
of what their family life is like
can participate in the Thanksgiving program.
This is a one-time cultural
exchange where students can
sign up to take an international student to their homes and
share their Thanksgiving day
and meal.
Domestic students can
also apply in October to be
peer advisors for incoming international students for spring
semester.
Community residents who
are interested in hosting an international student can contact
the Center for International
Studies at 320-308-4287 or
isss@stcloudstate.edu.
There are planned to be
informational sessions for new
applicants at 11 a.m. Aug. 11
and at 5:30 p.m. Aug. 13 in the
Oak Room of Atwood Memorial Center.

Over-night jobs: St.
Cloud Hospital‘s
Riverfront Dining
Taylor Selcke
STAFF WRITER

The cooks at St Cloud
Hospital are attempting to
change the bad reputation that
hospital food has acquired
over the years.
While many may think
hospital food is typically
gross, the hospital’s cafe,
known as Riverfront Dining,
aims at providing a wide variety of meals.
Serving patients, employees and visitors, Riverfront
Dining is open from 6 a.m. to
2 a.m. and offers at least eight
different food options.
Some of these include
Italian food, soup, hot entrees, oriental food, food off
the grill and a salad bar.
The cafe also provide
Weight Watcher meals for
those that are more health
conscious.
“We are more than happy
to give anyone whatever they
want, as long as we have it
available,” Lead Cashier in
Nutrition Services, Stacy
Lawson said.
Working 11-hour shifts,
Lawson explained that the
hardest part about her job is
that she loses a lot of sleep
on the days that she works in
the cafe. However, she said
that does not prevent her from
having a positive outlook on
her job.
“I like working here. I
love coming to work and I
love being around people.
The people are, more or less,
what make the job so fun. We
get along really well and everyone is really friendly.”
Unlike many convenience
eating establishments, Riverfront Dining is proud to say
that a lot of their foods are
completely homemade.
“When I worked in the
bakery, they had all of these
recipes and it was always really cool to see how they made
everything from scratch,”
Lawson said.
Throughout the hospi-

tal, some of their homemade
food, such as their cakes and
Special K bars, have achieved
a very positive reputation.
“We sell a lot of bars here,
they are in a very high demand,” said Lawson.
As with any job, Lawson
said she has to deal with a
bevy of different customers
throughout the night.
“Sometimes you get rude
customers and you just don’t
know what to do,” explained
Lawson. “One complaint that
we seem to get everyday is
that the prices are too high.
But compared to restaurants
like McDonald’s, we are relatively less expensive.”
Although some would
argue that their prices are
higher than some of the food
found at other eating establishments, St Cloud Hospital
is all about saving money.
Recently acquiring a
new “Trim Tracks” program,
which allows them to keep
track of the food they are
wasting, the staff at Riverfront Dining is finding ways
to salvage a lot of the unused
food that they go through.
Lawson said that the new
program has saved the hospital a lot of money.
Besides being conscious
of the amount of food that
they waste, the Nutrition Services at St. Cloud Hospital is
also aware of food safety.
“One of the most important things is that you need to
have some intelligence about
what is safe and not safe to
serve,” Lawson said. “We
make sure that everything
we serve is at the right temperature and what to do if it’s
not.”
Despite the long shift
hours, Lawson said that her
job is a good fit for her personality.
“I’ve always liked cooking
and being with people,” Lawson said. “As long as you like
to cook and you can follow
recipes and try new things, it
is a great career path.”

“W

e are more than happy to give
anyone whatever they want, as long as we
have it available.”
Stacy Lawson
Lead Cashier in Nutrition Services
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SCSU’s Public Safety Center implemented the Blue Light system. When one of the emergency blue lights
is activated, a public safety officer is called to the location of the blue light to assist with an emergency.

Safety measures at St. Cloud colleges
Emilie Thiessen
CONTRIBUTING writer
As the fall 2009 semester
commences, students and faculty from all over St. Cloud
must ensure they are prepared
to take appropriate safety
measures.
SCSU’s Public Safety
mission states that it, “…
strives to provide the safest
and most stable environment
possible in which education
may be pursued without the
fear or presence of crime or
violence.”
To follow this mission,
the public safety department
implements many services,
including the emergency blue
light and elevator phone system, the escort service, vehicle jump starts, the Husky
Shuttle and various safety
presentations around campus
throughout the year.
The emergency Blue
Light system was installed on
campus about 20 years ago,
and in that time there have
been a total of 30 Blue Lights
installed around campus.
Pressing the push button on any blue light will
connect a person with a dispatcher, and a public safety
officer will be called to the
exact location. In addition,
approximately 50 emergency
elevator phones have been in-

Bluegrass festival to be held
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The Minnesota
Bluegrass and
Old-Time Music
Festival will be
held in nearby
Richmond this
weekend.

Life Safety in a hurry,” said
Shawn Vierzba, Life Safety
director at St. Johns.
Vierzba said that on larger
keen sense of awareness facilitates campuses like St. Johns or
SCSU, students and faculty
personal safety.”
must be aware of their surJoni Akerson roundings, and make sure to
doors and property at
Health and safety officer for St. Cloud Technical secure
all times.
College
“A keen sense of awareness facilitates personal safety,” said Joni Akerson, health
stalled around campus, which sault.
and safety officer at St. Cloud
provide the same service as
“For many of our stu- Technical College, “Of equal
the Blue Lights.
dents, this is their home away importance is understanding
The on-campus escort from home and they get too the services and resources
service runs 24 hours a day, comfortable in their environ- that are available.”
and operates on a radius of ment… when people start to
Across town, St. Cloud
up to two blocks off campus, become [too] comfortable, Technical College (SCTC)
provided that either the start- that is when we have inci- has launched an information
ing or ending address is on dents.”
campaign to alert students
campus.
Not far away, St. Johns and faculty of available ser“The escort program is University faces many simi- vices and resources on camprobably the best public ser- lar safety issues, and has im- pus to facilitate safety.
vice program that the public plemented similar measures
Like SCSU, SCTC resafety department provides,” to protect their students and cently implemented the Star
said Jennifer Furan, security faculty.
Alert system, which is a volcoordinator for public safety.
In addition to their code untary emergency notification
It is so popular, she said, that blue emergency phones, St. system that alerts users of any
since 2005 the number of us- Johns also has house phones campus emergencies. This
ers have more than doubled located in the entryway of is a free service for both unifrom 1,800 a year, to around buildings that immediately versities and takes minutes to
5,000.
connect to their dispatch cen- sign up for the service.
Furan said that the big- ter. These phones can be used
Although the Universities
gest safety issue that faces to obtain vehicle assistance, around St. Cloud employ difstudents and faculty at SCSU directions, 24-hour escorts, or ferent actions to ensure safety
is becoming too comfortable to report suspicious activity on their campuses, their meswith their surroundings. This among other things.
sage to students and faculty is
leads some students and fac“People have [often] not- the same: be aware.
ulty to forget about the threat ed to us that they appreciate
of crimes such as theft or as- the ability to get a hold of

“A

Timberwolves in Sauk Rapids
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Ryan Gomes
and Corey
Brewer came to
Sauk Rapids to
visit kids, and
emphasize hard
work.

River Bats continue to win
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River Bats
win four
out of seven
games, leaving them a
half game out
of first.
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Local

St. Cloud Teacher Recognized by President Obama
ST. CLOUD, Minn. – Kari Dombrovski, Talahi elementary science
teacher, will be honored by President Barak Obama for her work to advance
science education in her 24 years at the school. Dombrovski is one of 100
science and math teachers nationwide that get a trip to the White House and
$10,000 for their work.
Director of curriculum, instruction and assessment for the St. Cloud school
district, Julia Espe said that, “She [Dombrovski] lives and breathes science
and this is just so well deserved.”
Dombrovski said she was surprised when she heard she got a $10,000
prize to go along with her trip to Washington. She said that she will buy some
more microscopes, a few things for the school and take a trip to Alaska.
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DULUTH, Minn.- A University of Minnesota Duluth graduate student,
27-year-old Kelly Wendt, returned from Brazil about six weeks after he was
arrested and his passport was taken. Wendt experienced trouble with the Brazlian government because he entered the country on a tourist visa and disregarded the fact that researchers are required to obtain scientific visas.
Wendt was working with two University of Arizona and University of Sao
Paulo researchers to study climate and ecological change when they were
accused of unauthorized mineral prospecting and working only with tourist
visas. The researchers eventually had their passports returned and were allowed to leave even though the case was not resolved as Brazilian authorities
are continuing to investigate. Wendt began his work around June 10, was arrested a week later, held in jail for eight nights and released June 26.

Nation

Twenty Blind People Drive Car Engineered by Va. Tech Students
COLLEGE PARK, Md.- Several blind people got behind the wheel of hightech dune buggies designed by Virginia Tech engineering students at the National Federation for the Blind summer camp who serve 200 blind youth from
across the country.
Virginia Tech was the only university to take on the challenge from the federation to build a vehicle that would let blind people drive. Students from the
engineering school created the buggy that uses a laser sensor to navigate the
road which communicates to the driver the necessary speed and warns them
when to stop through a vibrating vest. The buggy also uses a headset that gives
voice commands on which way to turn.

World

Canada Watches Russian Arctic Closely
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia- Canada’s defense minister, Peter MacKay,
said Friday that the Canadian government is closely watching Russian
plans to drop paratroopers in the Arctic next April.
The Minister said that any country approaching the Canadian airspace
will be met by Canadians and that Canada is prepared to protect its borders. Canada expresses concern because a Russian general announced that
they are going to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the first parachute drop
at the North Pole by sending their paratroopers to the same site.
Russia, the United States, Canada, Denmark and Norway have been
trying to assert jurisdiction over parts of the Arctic, which is believed to
contain as much as 25 percent of the Earth’s undiscovered oil and gas.

Weird news

Tow Truck Driver Texts and Talks on Two Phones, Hits Car and Pool
LOCKPORT, N.Y.- A police reported that tow truck driver, 25-yearold Nicholas Sparks, was talking and texting on two cell phones when he
crashed into a car and swimming pool. Niagara Country sheriff’s deputies said Sparks admitted to his excessive phone use when his flatbed
truck hit the car which then crashed through a fence and sideswiped a
house before rolling into an in-ground pool.
The 68-year-old woman driving the car suffered head injuries but was
in good condition while her 8-year-old niece suffered minor injuries.
Sparks was charged with reckless driving, talking on a cell phone and
following too closely.

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

- 1492 Columbus sets sail from Palos, Spain for “Indies”
- 1881 US Nation Lawn Tennis Association removes
“Nation” from name
- 1882 Congress passes first law restricting immigration
- 1921 First aerial crop dusting (In Troy, Ohio)
- 1933 Yankees shut out for the first time after 308 games
- 1973 Flash fire kills 51 at amusement park (In UK)

1. (7/28/09) Property Damage (Vehicle), Parking Ramp
2. (7/30/09) State Property Damage, Atwood Center
3. (7/31/09) Medical Incident, Administration Building

Chronicle Online Poll
What are you looking most forward to about
the 2009-2010 school year?
aSeeing and hanging out with old friends
and meeting new people

aHaving new classes and professors
aGetting back in the college atmosphere
aOther

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com

PONDER THIS!
1. Why isn’t phonetic spelled the
way it sounds?
2. Why are there interstate
highways in Hawaii?
3.Why are there flotation
devices under plane seats
instead of parachutes?
4. Why are cigarettes sold in gas
stations when smoking is
prohibited there?
5. Why do “fat chance” and “slim
chance” mean the same thing?
6. If you can’t drink and drive,
why do you need a driver’s
license to buy liquor, and why do
bars have parking lots?
7. Have you ever imagined a
world with no hypothetical
situations?
8. How does the guy who drives
the snowplow get to work in the
mornings?
9. If 7-11 is open 24 hours a day,
365 days a year, why are there
locks on the doors?

Local weather forecast
Monday

Mostly Sunny
High: 81 °F
Low: 56 °F

Tuesday

Mostly Sunny
High: 71 °F
Low: 49°F

Wednesday

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

High: 73 °F
Low: 53 °F

High: 75 °F
Low: 53 °F
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Corrections
The University
Chronicle prides
itself on journalistic integrity. We
usually do not
publish misinformation, but we
are prone to human mistakes. We
will correct any
errors of fact or
misspelled names
promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Major decisons should
be based on happiness

Growing up I
happy on a daily
Dana
was given a piece
basis. Be with the
Johnson
of advice from
person that will
my Dad that has
make you happy
remained with me
on a daily basis.
all of my life. He
And if for some
would say to me
reason those things
“Dana, the two
are not working
most
important
out for you; change
decisions you will
them.
make in your life
If your signifiis who you marry
cant other does not
Editor
and what you do
make you happy
for a living. Who
on a daily basis;
you marry is the most impor- don’t marry them even if
tant out of the two but what your mother insists it’s time
you do for a living will also to get married.
make a huge impact on your
If you hate your job, quit
life.”
it even if it means canceling
As I continue to age and your satellite television. You
learn more about the world cannot put a price on a good
I could not agree more with day no matter how hard you
that statement.
try. So why get paid to have a
Unfortunately this is a million terrible days?
sentiment that I feel a lot of
Nobody likes to hear
people missed out on grow- another person whine about
ing up. Two subjects that something, nobody enjoys
are often complained about being around somebody that
by people is their spouse or is negative. I feel like there is
their job. In fact, I feel it is way too much negativity in
a safe conclusion to come to this world right now.
that when people are at work
Somehow now we live
they complain about their in a society where people
spouse and when people are consciously have to work to
at home they complain about be happy and stay positive.
their work.
Somewhere along the way
Now I understand I am negativity became the norm
in a transitional period in and positive people became
my life, no spouses yet, no the exception.
full-time job either. Along
But if there are enough
with most college students positive people in the world
these are issues that I should hopefully it will just become
not have to worry about yet. second nature for our society
But college is a transitional again.
period, usually a time for
I feel like I can’t stress
people to find spouses and to this point enough to socifind jobs.
ety right now: Be with the
Which is why I feel the one you love to be with on a
need to dish out this advice daily basis and do what you
now: Do what will make you love to do on a daily basis.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Editorial Board
Dana Johnson
Editor

Joseph Froemming
Opinions Editor

Opinion pieces are not
objective news stories
Everyone has an opinion on just about everything. The fact that just about everybody disagrees
with everybody on various subjects is reality; the
thing is, rarely do two people agree on everything.
That is just not going to happen in this world.
At the University Chronicle, we are open to
any student to write opinion pieces, even if they
are not politically correct or offensive.
Last week Tyler Ohmann wrote an opinion
piece about a female sportscaster who had a video
leaked on the Internet of herself naked doing various things, such as ironing her pants.
Now, the reason his piece was in the Opinions
section was that it was not objective news, but
Ohmann’s opinion on what he apparently thought
was going on. Opinions in of themselves are
subjective and persuasive towards one side of an
issue.
People read this piece, which was an opinion,
and instead of forming an opinion about the piece
itself or Ohmann’s way of framing his column,
some decided to attack the University Chronicle as
a whole.
There is a reason we put the disclaimer in the
print version that states opinions do not reflect
the Chronicle, SCSU or the student body because
not one person can speak on behalf of that many
people. Opinions reflect only the author of that
particular opinion piece they have written.
The Opinions section is not objective journalism. The Opinions section is an open area for
every student at SCSU to express their opinions on
just about anything. Some things offend people.
That is life. Ohmann’s column offended a lot of
people, so has just about every opinion piece the
Chronicle has run.
If a writer publishes something which may, in
effect, potentially ruin future chances in the job
market, then that was their decision to do so and
they know the risks involved.
The Opinions section is not in the business of
silencing views which the Opinions Editor disagrees with, or what the Editor-In-Chief disagrees
with. The Chronicle’s Opinions section is not
ideologically bound to these two person’s personal
views on the world.
Free speech gives everyone a voice, whether
people like it or not. The Chronicle allows and
encourages people to critique stories and opinions
online. It is unfortunate that people too often think
opinion pieces are news stories. They are not the
same.
For some, this may sound patronizing, but
because of the recent column responses and letters
the Chronicle has received, the Editorial Board had
to explain the differences between opinions and
objective news.
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Bullpen fails
Twins on a
regular basis
Under

Quote of the Day:

“T

he Bible looks like it started out as a game of Mad

Libs.”

Bill Maher
Comedian

Curse of the flirty server
Sitting down in a crowded, darkly lit room with
freshly printed paper menus
on a quaint table of two with
my boyfriend means one
thing; I’m at Chino Latino.
I love Chino’s. They
have great food, great spirits
and great service. The food
is always the same for me,
queso fundido. It’s a brilliant
cheese sauce that takes the
longest to cook in the kitchen
because they melt a block of
cheese in an old style kettle
over open flames and it’s basically amazing.
The drink is always El
Orgazmo which lives up to
it’s name; a wonderful rum
drink presented in a whole
pineapple.
However the service,
well that is a whole story in
itself and I decided to dedicate an entire article to this
particular server.
Tony and I haven’t seen
each other in a week and it’s
an anniversary of sorts, a
total of 4 weeks that we’ve
been dating and I’m 1/3 of
the way to making it 3 whole
months of dating, which is
like a mile stone for me and
when I do make it I’m throwing a party and you’re all invited (I’m serious).
So I felt a sense of relief
when our server came up to
us and he was one big homo.
Now I’m not one to judge
people based on stereotypes
but if this man isn’t gay then
neither am I because he is
one big walking pride parade.
I’m also not partial to gay
people over straight people,
but when you’re in a romantic mood it’s nice to have
service from someone who
isn’t going to feel uncomfortable if you and your man
are holding hands across the
table.
The first thing I notice,
he doesn’t make eye contact. Now not to toot my own

Ben
Kaufman

Columnist

horn, but this typically happens to me a lot. I find a lot
of gay men are intimidated
by me, I don’t think it’s because I’m drop dead gorgeous but “mmmmm gurl,
I looked something fierce!”
(yes I realized that is misspelled but I wanted you to
hear my ghetto accent) and
so I wasn’t surprised by it.
He drops off the menus
and asks if it’s okay if he
drops a beverage off at another table, I being sarcastic
wanted to say no, but Tony
beat me to it with an “Oh
sure, that’s okay.” He comes
back, forgets to introduce
himself (being a server myself at the Veranda Lounge
and I’m just ticking down
his tip, from 20% to 18%
always by 2% increments),
he apologizes for having to
leave us before getting our
drink order and Tony reassures him that it’s okay, he’s
a server too.
The server and my boyfriend continue to have a
conversation about serving
and where Tony serves, the
server pays no attention to
me and nor I to their conversation, as I am trying to
decide between a shot of
absinthe or my El Orgazmo
(I didn’t feel like hallucinating that night-and thank God
I didn’t), he takes our order
and leaves.
The night continues and
everything is going fine until I slowly start to notice

that the server never asks
me how the food is, never
acknowledges my presence
and slowly but surely flirtswith my boyfriend.
Tony not really believing my off hand comments
that the server is into him,
takes serious note when the
server asks Tony if he would
like more water, I also say I
would like more water, the
server comes back with a
pitcher, fills up Tony’s glass,
smiles at him and then just
leaves without filling mine.
Dumbfounded I look at
Tony and he believes now
that yes, in fact the server
is into him. Tony being my
white knight yelled for our
server, he rushes back to
Tony’s call (maybe hoping
for some kind of embrace, I
don’t know) and Tony says
“Will you also fill up his water.”
Now I could’ve felt better after that, but honestly
the service was horrible and
when it’s bad like that, you’re
not going to get the greatest
tip, so I left a two dollar tip
on a 23 dollar tab (my portion) and Tony left like 3
dollars on his end and then
vicious, evil and the surprisingly jealous (never thought
I’d be that kind of person)
Ben Kaufman comes out and
I reach into my man bag and
pull out a lot of loose change
(primarily pennies) and leave
it on top of the money.
I felt guilty as we left but
was suddenly reassured and
glad by my actions when
the server stops Tony before
leaving and asks him which
Outback he works at (as if he
was going to go and see him
at work sometime) I simply
laughed, left Chino’s, looked
at Tony and we embraced in
a long and passionate kiss on
the corner of Hennipen Ave.
and Lake St. The better manwon.

Letters to the Chronicle
Last week’s column
was sexist and poorly
thought out
In his recent Opinion article, “Why Was ESPN’s Erin
Andrews Ironing Naked?”, Tyler Ohmann likely caused every
public relations employee and
fundraiser at St. Cloud State to
throw their hands up in resignation and despair, given the university’s aggressively marketing
itself as a bastion of tolerance
and understanding (traits that
seem to have eluded Ohmann in
his years of education).
Disturbingly, Ohmann managed to pull out nearly every misogynist accusation in the book
about violated women: Andrews
brought it on herself because
she shouldn’t have been naked
or ironing, she secretly wanted
people to look at her, it was a
publicity stunt, she’s already a
used-up attention whore for allowing people to take pictures of
her rear end at sporting events,
she shouldn’t have expected privacy in her own private room.

The fact is, while other
crime rates are down, U.S. domestic violence rates are currently increasing. According to
the DOJ, it’s estimated that between half and ¾ of rapes continue to go unreported. About
10% of women are stalked in
their lifetime, and 80% of women stalked by former intimate
partners are also physically assaulted by that partner. Ohmann’s article makes a mockery
of the real violence and harassment women currently face.
It is also an apt illustration
of rape culture: immediately
assuming, in a way few people
do in response to other types of
crime, that the (usually female)
victim wanted it or is making it
up.
This is a culture where men
are encouraged to feel entitled
to women’s bodies through the
spectacles that are sexualized
advertising and pornography. It
is a culture where people blame
women for drinking too much
the night they were raped.
It is a culture where women’s bodies are public prop-

erty to the point that various
conservative factions feel they
can force women to give birth
against their will.
And Ohmann’s article further implies Andrews has no
skills or merit as a human being besides her attractiveness,
despite the fact that she’s been
working in a male-dominated
field – and doing an equally
good job of it – for years.
Being a former student
newspaper copy editor, I can
sympathize with the pressure
of writing a column in 10 minutes, but this one required less
thought than eating a sandwich.
Where was the editor-in-chief to
question this? Where were the
copy editors? Where were the
sports reporters? Was anyone
else reading this paper the night
this was published? I don’t even
think I want to know.
Julia Zschernitz
Former Graduate Student
Department of English
St. Cloud State Universityr
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intense scrutiny
from fans and
endorsements
from
superstars
Justin
Morneau, Joe
Nathan and Joe
Mauer, Minnesota Twins
Joe
General ManBrown
ager Bill Smith
had to make a
move.
Smith decided to bolster
his weak-hitting infield by
acquiring Oakland A’s shortstop Orlando Cabrera. Cabrera
comes to the Twins as one of
the hottest hitting players in
baseball, batting .373 with 16
RBI through the month of July.
Cabrera showed that same offensive savvy in his Twins debut, going 2-for-5 with an RBI
and a run scored.
Twins fans would be more
optimistic, though, if the Twins
weren’t blown out 11-6 to the
Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim.
While Bill Smith may have
fixed the leak, the basement is
still flooded and the Twins are
still not contenders.
Until the Twins’ pitchers
start showing any consistent
play, the Twinkies are going to
hover around .500 and finish
behind the Detroit Tigers and
the Chicago White Sox.
The Twins’ opening-day
starter, Francisco Liriano, still
battles with himself on the
mound, proving to be his own
worst enemy. He does occasionally show the flashes of
brilliance that gave him the
“franchise” nickname in 2006.
But those moments are becoming fewer and far between as
Liriano has 10 losses this season, tied for the high in the
American League.
Scott Baker, the Twins’
top starter entering the year,
has given up 20 home runs to
opponents this season. He has
become Scott Baker: the home
run maker.
The lone bright spot in the
starting staff, Kevin Slowey,
will miss the rest of the season
with wrist surgery. Slowey led
the team with 10 wins, all before the All-Star break.
But occasionally, the Twins
starters do throw 6-7 inning
gems, or in the case of Friday,
the offense gives the Twins a
commanding lead. In that case,
it becomes the bullpen’s job to
blow the Twins’ shot at a Central Division title.
Up until the All-Star break,
long reliever/spot starter R.A.
Dickey was holding hitters to
a .231 batting average in 23
games. In July, the knuckleballer has imploded with a 7.94
ERA in nine games, with hitters hitting .373 off of him.
Dickey is often put into
games where the Twins have
a big lead or a starter has been
knocked out early. Rarely is he
in with the game on the line
as the Twins’ biggest bullpen
problem: Jesse Crain.
In the last few seasons,
Jesse Crain has been so inept
that there has been a saying adopted in my circle of friends:
we should trade Jesse Crain for
a dog, and then shoot the dog.
What could invoke such a
Michael Vick-like response of
anger? How about a 7.83 ERA
and giving up 21 runs in 23 innings pitched this season.
Crain got the baseball
equivalent of the Ol’ Yeller
treatment in July with a demotion to AAA club Rochester.
When he came back on July
24, he was fine, giving up no
runs in three straight games.
And then on Friday, the
“Crain Train” derailed. Yet
again.
In the 11th inning, Crain
gave up three earned runs on
three hits and a walk. Combined with Bobby Keppel’s
three runs surrendered, the
Twins went down 11-5 to the
Angels in extra innings without recording a single out.
Obviously, pitchers in the
bullpen are there for a reason;
they lack the stamina and the
pitches to become a starter.
But for a team like the Twins,
where starters are struggling
mightily, the bullpen becomes
invaluable. The team has a
great set-up man in Matt Guerrier and arguably baseball’s
best closer in Joe Nathan.
The offense is doing its
job. Mauer is well on his way
to another AL batting title and
Morneau is on pace to hit 42
home runs and 132 RBI. Even
Jason Kubel is hitting over
.300 and has 18 homers and 58
RBI.
But none of that matters if
you can’t seal wins with your
bullpen.
Bill Smith may have fixed
a problem with the Cabrera
trade. But he didn’t fix the real
problem.
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Minnesota Bluegrass Festival to begin Thursday
Staff Report
At some point in our
lives, we will likely take
what is commonly referred
to as an epic journey, also
known as the great American
roadtrip.
The 30th annual Minnesota Bluegrass and OldTime Music Festival begins
this week, starting Thursday,
August 6 and ends Sunday,
August 9.
The festival will be held
at its permanent home just
20 miles southwest of St.
Cloud at El Rancho Mañana
near Richmond. The premier
music event was nominated
event of the year by the International Bluegrass Music Association in 2005 and
2007.
In previous years, one renowned performer took the
stage for the Saturday night
show.
This year award winning
bluegrass groups will take
the stage every day, including JD Crowe & The New
South on Thursday, 2008
Entertainers of the Year Dailey & Vincent performing
Friday night and the 2006
and 2007 Entertainers of the
Year The Grascals performing Saturday evening.
Minnesota Bluegrass and

Old-Time Music Association
(MBOTA) Executive Director Jed Malischke explained
in a press release, “We wanted to spread things out,” he
said. “No matter what day or
time someone attends, even
if only for an afternoon, they
will be able to see the best.”
Over 35 hours of live
music will be played on the
main stage as well as the four
other stages featuring music,
dance and entertainment all
weekend.
Talent showcases will be
the highlight of the Showcase Tent. The Workshop
Area will feature hands-on
activities and family friendly
shows and fun will occur at
the Family Area. Arts, crafts
and food will be sold in the
Marketplace.
Camping and other outdoor activities including
horseback riding, boating
and fishing are available at
El Rancho Mañana.
Other performers during
the weekend are The Bluegrass Patriots, The Doerfel
Family, Tom Brad & Alice,
Beverly Smith & Carl Jones,
The Freighthoppers, Bovee &
Heil, The Mill City Grinders,
Tangled Roots, Cousin Dad,
Rugged Road, Blue Hazard,
The Mark Kreitzer Band,
The Platte Valley Boys, Mueller Evans & Boeh, and re-

Photo courtesy of minnesotabluegrass.org

Daily & Vincent perform Friday evening and Saturday afternoon at the festival. The New York Times has
called them “The most celebrated new bluegrass act of the last few years” (February 18 2009).

unions by The Powdermilk
Bisquit Band and Mad Jack
& The Blacklabel Boys.
As stated on the (MBOT-

MA) website, the event is
funded in part by the Minnesota Arts board, a grant from
the National Endowment for

the Arts and private funders.
The MBOTMA is a nonproit, volunteer-based organization meant to preserve

and promote bluegrass and
old-time string band music
in Minnesota.

Photo courtesy of minnesotabluegrass.org

The Festival stage will feature over 35 hours of live music. The stage has been a permanent fixture at El
Rancho Mañana since 2002. The ranch is located outside of Richmond.

Jeremih dissapoints
with self-titled debut
Jian You Hoe
ALBUM REVIEW
Photo courtesy of sequenza21.com

Bradfod Cox originally began his solo project Atlas
Sound to create songs not possible in a four-piece
group.

Atlas Sounds first
single from “Logos”
Jack Hennes
Track REVIEW

Athens, Georgia’s Bradford Cox, who is the musical
masterwork known as Atlas
Sound, has released the first
track from Atlas Sound’s
forthcoming album entitled
“Logos.”
Intended to be vastly different from his debut studio
album “Let the Blind Lead
Those Who Can See but
Cannot Feel,” “Logos” was
recorded around the world
and features Animal Collective’s Noah Lennox and Stereolab’s Laetitia Sadier.
Cox originally began recording solo tracks to create
sounds which he felt weren’t
possible with his regular
four-piece, Deerhunter, but
now calls his studio debut
“introverted.”
Cox was devastated in
2008 when he accidentally
leaked “Logos” on Mediafare, a free file and image
hosting site.
The musician nearly
scrapped the project as early
track versions were being
downloaded across the web
months before the album’s
October 20, 2009 release.
Noah
Lennox,
also
known as “Panda Bear” for
creating a multitude of panda

artwork as an aspiring musician, hails from Baltimore as
one of the original members
of Animal Collective.
Panda Bear’s pop-heavy
characteristics are definitely
present on the track as it
opens into a happy melody
that stays true to the end.
The track seems to be
an early 60s throwback but
still has that dismal, contemporary feel as verses are
separated by Cox’s signature
guitar ambience.
The melody certainly has
ear-wormy qualities, which
can be good and bad, and
might even inspire one to
sing along.
The vocals on “Walkabout” seem a little too similar the voice of The Shins’
James Mercer.
This, as we all know is a
bit overdone, may initially
turn listeners away from the
track but those who keep listening will find that the vocals work quite well with the
instrumentals.
While “Walkabout” certainly seems to be Panda
Bear’s very own track, Cox’s
lo-fi influence can still be
heard throughout.
The track definitely has
a very different feel than the
shoegazy construct of “Let
the Blind,” but expect a very
more open sound in Cox’s
“Logos” this fall.

On June 30, Jeremih debuted his first studio album,
“Jeremih.” The main producer is Mick Schultz.
The main genres of the
album are R&B and Pop. The
first lead single of the album
is “Birthday Sex,” which
was written by Jeremih and
produced by Mick Schultz.
The beginning of the
song contains sound effects
from a magic box. The song
contains some mild to strong
beats with a slow-jam bass
drum.
A music video is also being made for the single and
is currently being directed
by Paul Hunter, who has also
directed other music videos
such as Usher’s “My Way”
and Mary J. Blige’s “Love Is
All We Need.”
In the video, Jeremih is
having an intimate relationship with a female around
the house from the dining
table, kitchen and the couch.
The intimate process was
also being recorded by a
handy-cam.
The second single released from the album is
“Imma Star (Everywhere We
Are).” The song has some
buzzing sound effects during
the beginning of the track.
It also has a strong bass
beat and some drum and synthesizer effects and is more
of an upbeat song compare
to the first single.
The third single released
is “Break Up to Make Up.”
The song has a Hawaiian
style sound during the introduction of the song and has
a strong bass beat and synthesizer effects. It also has a
feeling of a danceable club
recording.
The album does not have
good or strong tracks.

Photo courtesy of hiphopmusic.com

Jeremih released his self-titled debut on June 30.

The songs you heard
from the album are not the
real artist’s voice either. It
has been altered by Autotune, a program used to alter
the voice tone and quality of
the vocalist. So the voices
you hear on the album are
not even real or original.
The songs in the album
are also very similar. For instance, the single “Birthday
Sex” and “That Body” actually have the same singing
chorus.
The singing method and
tone is almost the same for

both of the songs.
In the album, Jeremih did
not show any talent or skills
of becoming a true entertainer.
He did not show any vocal talent or skills. For example, a good vocal range,
unique voice quality or distinctive high or low voice are
not present.
The tracks on the album
also did not possess any
good or different qualities.
The album is no different
compared to many other up
and coming R&B artists in

the music market today.
Most of the singles in
the album also have similar
and identical drum beats and
sound effects.
There are no distinct differences in each of the tracks
and all of the songs are best
suited for dance club scenes.
The lyrics of the songs are
not well written.
They only underline
sexual content and intimate
relationships. It would be a
waste of money to invest in
an album like this one.
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NEED A FLEXIBLE LEASE?
1,2,3,4 BR Close to SCSU
Call Now: 320-260-3448
www.northernmgmt.com

HOUSES AND APTS.
1-4 blocks SCSU Library.
Heat paid. 251-1915

CHEAPER THAN THE
dorms. Shared 4 BR Apt.
$285 per person a month
Call Beth for a deal!
320-260-3448
ROOMS FOR RENT AVL AUG
619 6th Ave. South located 1
block from SCSU library. Lare
newly rmodeled 10 bdrm house.
$325/ month. Incl: gas, water,
trash, parking, laundry. 10
month lease. Call Ryan for info.
320-761-0911
OLYMPIC II 525 13TH
STREET 3 or 4 Bedrooms
beg at $245 10 or 12
mo. leases 651-361-0803
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
August move in. $800
per month. Call Missy
for info. 320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
READY NOW! BEDROOM
leases start at $235. Near
SCSU. Call Missy for info.
320-654-8300
HOUSES. CLEAN. UPDATED.
Heat/ Parking Included. 1-4
BLDS SCSU Library Avail.
Now, 8/1, 8/15, 251-1925

APTS. 1,2,3,4, & 5 BR. APTS.
Great Locations. Clean,
Updated, Prof. Managed. Heat/
Parking Included. 251-1925
BENTONWOOD 4-ESTATES.
1 BR’S. $395- $420. 2
BR’S $480-$500 Clipper
Routes. Heat Paid. 251-1925
1 & 2 BEDROOMS OPEN
in 5 bedroom apartment. 2
blocks to SCSU. New carpet,
utilities paid for. Grat Deal!
Currently 3 very nice girls
living there. 320-492-1239
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES.
6,7,8,9, and 10 BR’S. Heat,
W/S/T, and parking Incl.
Prof Managed 251-1925
STOP FIGHTING OVER THE
large bedrooms! We have
them! 1 & 2 BR’S $510-590
on Busline Available Now
& 2009-2010 school year.
Call Beth 260-3448
SINGLE ROOM W/
private bathroom, A/C, utilities
& kitchen facilities included,
quiet & close to library.
706 6th Ave. S. Call 252-9226.

aa

ADVERTISE HERE
CALL 320-308-3943

HOUSING

READY NOW! ONE,TWO,
& three bedroom units
near SCSU. Call Misst
for info. 320-654-8300.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
READY NOW! LARGE
3 bedroom unit near
campus. Call Missy for info.
320-654-8300.a
ATTENTION GRADUATE
Students. Quiet, clean, cozy
1&2 BR $465-540. On busline
www.nomgmt.com/fv
Amy 320-260-3448
FEMALE STUDENT TO
share house. Across street
from campus utilities. Parking,
cable/ internet incl. $275/mo.
320-761-1514 Available Immed.

EMPLOYMENT
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
Postions: Managing Editor,
Staff Photographers,
Copy Editors, Staff
Writers. Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
CARETAKER NEEDED
responsible person to
maintain common areas
&grounds MUST LIVE
ON SITE/ FREE RENT
www.nomgmt.com/
us 320-251-7600 x 565
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River Bats remain in contention

bigya Pradhan/Visual Editor

Damon McCormick made his first start for the River Bats Thursday at Joe Faber Field. Thursday was also
SCSU alumni night.
Staff Report

Sunday,
July
26:
Honkers 4 River Bats 2
The River Bats struggled on offense at home
while trying to give
starter Kurtis Frymier a
chance for his sixth win
and a chance for the team
to close the gap in the
second half North Division race.
Despite Frymiers solid
performance, going seven
innings and only allowing

three runs and nine hits,
the River Bats only managed to score two runs on
nine hits. The Bats left
eight men on base and
struck out seven times as
a team.
Monday, July 27: River Bats 0 MoonDogs 6
In Mankato the River Bats offensive woes
continued as MoonDog
pitcher Tim Griffin from
Rollins College threw the
twelfth no-hitter in Northwood’s league history.

Griffin struck out 10
River Bats on his way to
finishing the game without allowing a single hit,
he did however have four
walks and allowed a base
runner on an error.
Pitching for the River
Bats was hard throwing
Matt Summers, who made
a spot start. He walked
eight only lasting four and
one-third innings. On the
day the Bats pitching staff
altogether put 14 runners
on first base via a walk.

Tuesday, July 28: River Bats 8 MoonDogs 4
The River Bats stopped
a three game skid defeating the MoonDogs on
Tuesday in Mankato.
River Bats starter Barry Rooks pitched five innings surrendering only
one hit, but struggled with
control as he gave free
passes to six MoonDogs.
Andrew Burkett settled
down the Bats pitching
staff going three solid innings striking out five.

Timberwolves meet
Sauk Rapids children
Tim Stang
Staff Writer
For a team struggling
to produce on the court, the
Minnesota Timberwolves are
continuing to do a lot of work
away from Target Center,
even in the St. Cloud area.
Forwards Corey Brewer
and Ryan Gomes, along with
assistant coach J.B. Bickerstaff, were in Sauk Rapids
Thursday, July 30 as part of
the teams traveling caravan.
Their visit started with an early morning visit to the Pleasantview KIDSTOP Boys and
Girls Club and ended with
a free afternoon basketball
clinic at Sauk Rapids High
School.
The caravan also brought
the Wolves to visit Rochester
and the Duluth area. According to the Timberwolves Web
site the caravan had a new
“emphasis on community
involvement that will see the
Wolves take an active role in
helping to improve the communities in which they visit.”
The Wolves, in addition to
free clinics in both areas, visited St. Mary’s Hospital in
Rochester and helped build a
Habitat for Humanity House
in Cloquet.
This was the second
straight year that Brewer,
Gomes and Bickerstaff were
the key pieces of the caravan.
They were joined by team
mascot, Crunch. Gomes enjoys meeting outstate fans,
especially kids.
“It is good to meet these
kids. You don’t know if they
can travel to the games or
watch it on TV,” said Gomes,
who is coming off a career
year that saw him average
13.3 points and 4.8 rebounds
per game.
“To come to an event or a
function like this where they
are having their fun at camps,
and we come in and surprise
them. I think they remember
that a lot and they will cherish that for a long time.”
Gomes added that they
like to leave kids with a mes-

			

Photo Courtesy www.daylife.com

Ryan Gomes and Corey Brewer came to Sauk Rapids for the Timberwolves Caravan.

sage about what it takes to be
successful in whatever they
chose to try to be in life.
“We tell them what it
took for us to get here. Whatever you want to become, you
have to put 100 percent into
it. Stay confident, stay determined, work hard, whether it
is in classroom, on the court
or on the field.”
Community involvement
comes as second nature to
both Gomes and Brewer.
In addition to their caravan
work, the two stay active in
other facets of the community.
The Timberwolves 200809 media guide said that
Brewer, who averaged 6.8
points in just 15 games due
to injury last season, hosts a
summer basketball camp in
his hometown of Portland,
Tenn. He also is actively involved in fundraising for the
American Diabetes Association and the Juvenile Diabe-

tes Association. Diabetes has
affected close members of
Brewer’s family.
“My father and my mother both had type-one diabetes. My father had both of
his legs cut off because of it,”
Brewer said.
Gomes also hosts basketball camps in his hometown
of Waterbury, Conn. But his
major off the court involvement is his own foundation,
Hoops for Heart Health, that
helps educate people on the
dangers of heart problems.
Again, Gomes has a distinct
reason for helping those with
heart problems.
“I have a foundation
where I raise money to put
automated external defibrillators into recreation centers,
YMCA’s. A teammate who
used to play on my AAU
team lost his life to heart failure so we came up with this
non-profit organization to try
to raise awareness to cardiac

arrest.”
Perhaps another reason
Gomes and Brewer were on
the caravan is that they will
be two of just five returning
players. Going into just their
third season with the team,
they are already tied with Al
Jefferson as the longest tenured players on the team.
“There have been a lot of
changes happening, especially since I’ve been here. All
we can control is that we are
here and getting ready for the
season,” Brewer said.
“We are just going to try
to get some wins this year.”
The Wolves are still missing a key component to see
just how successful they
might be next season.
An offseason that has
seen the Wolves hire a new
president, David Kahn, trade
for a number of key players,
including Quentin Richardson, Chucky Atkins, Damien
Wilkins and Darius Songaila,
and draft Ricky Rubio, Jonny
Flynn and Wayne Ellington,
has still failed to see the
Wolves hire a coach.
“It is out of our hands.
We just got to focus on getting better as players and let
management focus on who
is going to lead us once November comes,” Gomes said.
“We can’t focus too much
on that, but when we do get a
coach, I’m sure we will talk
to him and see what path he
wants to take us on.”
Once a coach is hired, or
perhaps before, the Wolves
will hope to resolve another
issue. Rubio, who at 17, point
guarded the Spanish National
Team to a Silver Medal in the
2008 Olympics, is still signed
to play in Spain and may not
play in the NBA for a season
or two.This is because of an
enormous buyout that the
Wolves aren’t allowed to pay
for due to the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
“We want him to come,
but it is out of our control.
We got a good point guard
in Jonny Flynn who is going
to come in and do a great job
for us,” Brewer said.

Despite some pitching
accuracy problems, the
offense led the River Bats
to victory. Leading the
charge was third basemen
Tony Renda who went
three for three scoring
four runs.
Wednesday, July 29:
Huskies 3 River Bats 4
2,126 fans came out
to Joe Faber Field to see
the River Bats sneak out
a victory over the Duluth
Huskies Wednesday.
Huskies
manager
Terry Collins, who used
to coach for the Houston
Astros and the Anaheim
Angels in the majors, and
River Bats catcher Kurt
Schlangen were both
ejected in the game, but
on separate incidents.
Getting the win after
two runs in the bottom
of the ninth was Xavier
Esquivel his first of the
season.
Thursday, July 30:
Huskies 2 River Bats 3
The River Bats won
their third straight in
ten innings in front of
a crowd of 1,906 at Joe
Faber Field Thursday. It
was also SCSU alumni
night and free bat night
for the first 500 kids.
The Bats scored two
runs in the bottom of the
ninth against Huskies
pitcher Alex Kent to tie
the ball game at two. Then
Matt Summers scored the
winnings run after stealing a base to get into position in the bottom of the
tenth.
The win for the River
Bats went to Hunter Carnevale who pitched five
innings of relief allowing only one run and five
hits.
Saturday, August 1
(game 1): Bombers 4
River Bats 1
The River bats winnings streak ended at

three on the first game of
a doubleheader after the
scheduled game on Friday was rained out.
After a rain delay at the
end of the fourth inning,
Eric Marzec relieved Bats
starter David Deminsky
and the bats troubles began there. Marzec got the
loss giving up four runs,
eight hits and three walks
in four innings.
Offensively the Bats
were none to impressive
either scoring their lone
run in the eighth inning
off a Jonathan Roof single. Then Danny Oh and
Hugo Hernandez both
followed with strikeouts
to end the rally.
Saturday, August 1
(game 2): Bombers 2
River Bats 3
Kurtis Frymier got his
sixth win of the season
pitching six of the seven
innings in the second
game of a doubleheader
at Joe Faber Field.
Frymier allowed only
four hits and one earned
run while striking out six
and taking home a team
best sixth victory. He also
leads the River Bats with
57 strikeouts.
Offensively the Bats
did just enough to escape
with a victory. Catcher
Kurt Schlangen rapped
two hits and drove in two
out of the ninth spot in
the order. Jonathan Roof
also got a hit improving
his team leading batting
average to .327.
As of Saturday night
the River Bats were only
a half a game back of
the second half North
Division lead behind the
Rochester Honkers. The
River Bats have nine
games remaining before
the playoffs begin, five of
those games are at home
and two are against the
Honkers in Rochester.

Orientation
takes students
on kayaking trip
Emily Peterson
News Editor

Two planned Freshman
Wilderness Orientation kayaking trips to the Apostle
Islands in Lake Superior
may be an option for incoming SCSU freshmen that are
looking for an alternative
orientation experience.
“It really is a full-scope
experience where the students get a chance to make
some decisions as a group
in a real-life context,” said
coordinator for experiential
programs Ivan Bartha.
Outdoor Endeavors is
managing the planned fiveday trip which expected to
cover the 21 islands that
make up the Apostle Islands
as well as introduce incoming students to fellow students and SCSU faculty.
Students who participate
in the kayaking trip will
learn kayaking and camping
skills as well as coordinating
and tracking skills.
“We try to include students as much as possible in
the planning process,” Bartha said. “There’s also a lot
of time where we’re going
to be on the water traveling
together.”
Bartha said that everyone in the group is given specific roles and responsibilities that change throughout
the course of the trip.
Because the group leaders plan to spend a lot of
time teaching students the
skills needed to go on the
trip, Bartha said no previous
camping or kayaking training is needed,
“What we’re looking for,
more than anything else, is
just a level of willingness
and sort of a sense of adventure,” Bartha said.
This is expected to be
the second year that the
Freshman Wilderness Orien-

tation program has traveled
to the Apostle Islands but
the program has been around
longer.
In order to camp in the
Apostle Islands area, the
group has to earn a special
use permit. The number of
people attending the trip is
kept to a very strict number
because the camping permits
had to be obtained months
before the trip.
This year there are two
planned kayaking trips. The
first trip is planned to leave
Aug. 18 and the second is set
to begin Sept. 3.
The cost of the trip is
about $225 and Bartha said
that while he understands
transitioning into a college
lifestyle can be difficult, he
hopes students still consider
the kayaking trip as a possibility.
Students who wish to
go on the kayaking trip are
asked to bring only the recommended clothing.
In order to make the
incoming freshmen more
aware of Outdoor Endeavors and the Apostle Islands
trip, Bartha said they have
been recruiting at the freshmen orientation and advising
days.
Batha said that since Outdoor Endeavors is sponsored
by student activity fees, it is
important to him to create
programs that students find
interesting.
From when I came here
in 2005, we’ve seen exponential growth in our programs,” Bartha said.
There are remaining open
spots for interested freshmen
who would like to register
for either trip. The registering deadline for the first trip
is Aug. 6.

